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Kangertech subox mini c manual

Kangertech Kbox Mini TroubleshootingKangertech Kbox Mini Manual60W KangerTech KBox Mini Platinum TC MOD is one of the most cost-effective mod Kangertech products. This supports the power variation of 7w-60w, with the OLED screen, you can adjust the power as you want. There are + and -buttons on the body mod so it is easy to operate. This 60W KangerTech KBox
Mini Platinum TC MOD supports resistance from 0.1ohm to 0.3ohm, which is. Kangertech KBOX Mini Platinum 60W TC mod kanger subox mini/nebox/subox nano My skype is: Cig-fly17 Key features kanger kbox mini platinum: 1.OLED 2.Micro USB 3.Spring loaded 510 4.Short circuit protection5.Overcurrent protection 6.Over use 10s protection 7.Replaceable 18650 cell items
Name Kanger Kbox mini Platinum TC mod Capacity 1.18650.8.8Exatural and troubleshooting instructions for caring and cleaning your equipment. These Tips and Trouble Shooting Instructions for Caring and Cleaning Your Equipment are very helpful and strongly advised you to copy and print them to review and read before contacting the service. The SUBOX kit is Kangertech's
first premium package. In this package, you get Kangertech's Subtank Mini along with Kanger's newest battery mod: KBOX Mini. The kit comes in both black and white editions, depending on the rocks in your boat. Check the tabs below and check the specs yourself. TC mode with almost any coilTop refueling tankThree types of reels includedMini RBA Plus deckNo one can't
accuse Kangertech of leaving well enough alone. They continue to innovate, review, update and tweak. From adjustable air flow control systems to their tanks to temperature control technology for their mods, Kangertech keeps tweaking in an effort to improve with each new release. The latest products from Kangertech embody that philosophy, the KBOX 200 temperature control
mod (reviewed here) and the TOPBOX Mini Platinum Edition. It wasn't that long ago that Kanger released the first version of TOPBOX, Nano. That kit included a 60 watt temperature control for KBOX Nano and Kanger's then a brand new 3.2 ml, top filling Toptank Nano (our First Look is here). Now they've released toptank mini platinum (it's also available in black, white and red).
This kit includes a 75 watt temperature control KBOX Mini and 4 ml, top filling Toptank Mini. The biggest difference between the Nano and Mini versions of temperature control KBOX (without their maximum power) is the temperature control technology used by KBOX Mini. Like the KBOX 200 and 120, the KBOX Mini TC can operate in temperature control mode with Ni 200,
Titanium, stainless steel, Nichrome and Kanthal coils. Kangertech refers to it as Kanger Universal-TC Technology.There's a good deal to cover with TOPBOX Mini Platinum. I'll be reviewing both mod and tank as they come packed together as Let's start by looking at each one individually and then come back and rate the set as a unit. KBOX Mini Platinum TCThe KBOX Mini
Platinum is a variable power mod with a range of 7 - 75 watts with a 0.1 watt increase. In temperature control mode it is in the range of 100° to 300°C with 5° in steps and 200° – 600°F by 10°C. External 18650 battery (not included) alkaline KBOX Mini. The battery can be charged while it is mod using the micro USB port and the included micro USB charging cable. KBOX Mini
Platinum also has to go through the charging capability, meaning you can continue to vape while the battery is charging. It is capable of firing coils with a strength as low as 0.1 om. KBOX Mini is a spring-loaded 510 connector. There are three buttons on KBOX Mini, fire buttons and + and - buttons. To turn the mod on or off, press the fire button five times. To set the KBOX mini
mode, press the burning button three times to open the selection menu. This will give you the option to choose the type of coil you have added to the mod. The first option is Ni 200. Press the fire button three more times to move to the next option, titanium. Continue pressing the fire button three times to move through each of the remaining options, Stainless Steel and Nichrome
(which is also used in Kanthal). Three more taps from the fire button will put you in variable power mode. Once you have selected the mode, you can increase or decrease the temperature or power using the + and - buttons. When you're satisfied with your settings, you can lock the power buttons while holding all three buttons. The OLED display will flash and on so you know it's
locked. To unlock the mod press all three buttons again. And you can rotate the display orientation by 180°, while holding the + and -buttons. In temperature control mode, OLED shows the battery meter, the resistance of the connected coil, the maximum power setting (75 watts) and the selected temperature and the coil material. In variable power mode, OLED displays the
battery meter, the resistance of the connected coil, the voltage and the power setting you choose. Kanger has included all the basic safety features of KBOX Mini TC, including short circuit, open circuit and over time usage protection. TOPTANK Mini PlatinumThe Toptank Mini is similar to Kangertech's Subtank, but it's a top filler. To fill the tank, simply unscrew the upper lid. It is
much more convenient, and less messy, than the lower filling subtanks. The Toptank Mini is 22 mm in diameter and has a 4 ml ejuice volume. Toptank also has an adjustable air flow system, similar to the one on the Subtank, with openings on two sides of the tank. There are three settings to choose from. Kangertech packages Mini Platinum with 0.5 ohm Ni 200 reel, 0.5 um reel,
a 0.5 ohm Clapton reel and RBA Mini Plus deck.1 X KBOX Mini Platinum 75W TC 1 X TOPTANK Mini Platinum 1 X 0.15 OM Ni200 reel 1 X 0.5 ohm SS reel 1 X 0.5 ohm Clapton coil 1 X RBA Mini Plus deck 1 X RBA accessory pack 1 X Micro USB cable 1 X User manualPerformance A: Each element of the TOPBOX Mini Platinum Edition works very well and as a unit, that is
equally true. Toptank provides loads of billowy steam thanks in large part to Kanger's latest SSOCC coil (stainless steel organic cotton coil). Each coil has two large and one smaller ejuice port so that cotton can easily wick enough ejuice to keep up with your vaping. The toptank 4 ml volume is sufficient for hours of vaping, especially in temperature control mode. The KBOX Mini
fires consistently, and in temperature control mode the maximum power setting is set by default at the mod upper limit of 75 watts, so there is no noticeable delay between pressing the fire button and steam production, as has been the case with lower power settings in some Kanger earlier TC devices. Features: This is where TOPBOX Mini Platinum really shines, with one minor
exception. But first of all positively. The most impressive feature is kanger universal-tc technology, which allows KBOX Mini to operate in temperature control mode with virtually any type of coil. Then there's the toptank top fill function, which is much more comfortable and less dirty than the bottom fill tank. Add to that the inclusion of three types of reels and the Mini RBA Plus deck
and Toptank is one of the most feature rich tanks available. Now here's one small negative I've found with the TOPBOX Mini Platinum Edition, a change in the increase in temperature control mode. In Celsius it is 5 and Fahrenheit it is 10. It's pretty wide and I'd like to see it in one degree increase like Kanger gave KBOX 200 to vapers to get most of the temperature control mode.
Quality: For the two weeks that I've been using Kangertech TOPBOX Mini Platinum Edition it's proven that one of the top quality products of Kanger has been released. Toptank does not suffer from any of the ejuice seepage issues that I have experienced with other Kanger tanks. Threading on all the pieces of the tank is smooth and the whole unit comes separately for easy
cleaning and goes back together just as easily. KBOX Mini is solid and well-groomed. The buttons feel like they're made of metal and they don't wile around or rattle. OLED is sharp, crisp and easy to read. And most importantly it fires every time I press this button. And these SSOCC reels put out a lot of billowy steam and they last a good bet. I still use the original Ni200 reel after
two weeks with no sign Each of the TOPBOX Mini Platinum components is really good looking for their own right, and they look good no matter what other device you pair them with. And you could slap another tank of KBOX Mini Platinum or use Toptank Mini Platinum on another mod, each being available individually, but why would you want to? Together they are a thing of
beauty. All that stainless steel, even buttons, and slim lines in both mod and tank. This is one of the best looking devices Kangertech or whatever else was brought to the market for a long time. Price/Value: Kangertech lists MSRP for TOPBOX Mini Platinum at $92.90. Listed msrp on other versions of the TOPBOX Mini TC kit, in white, black or red, at $76.90. None of these prices
are out of date for this kit. But DirectVapor, a Seven Report advertiser lists all TOPBOX Mini TC Sets for $54.95, including the Platinum Edition. And that makes it a real bargain. For what Kangertech has provided with topbox Mini Platinum Edition, top refills of Toptank, three reels and Mini RBA Plus, and Kanger Universal-TC technology that allows vape temperature control mode
for just about any type of reel, you might expect to pay a lot more. You could pay a lot more for other products that do a lot less than TOPBOX Mini Platinum.If you expected your first temperature control device, I think we've found it for you. And if you're ready for the latest TC technology, again, for a while at least we've found that. Order Kangertech TOPBOX Mini Platinum Edition
from DirectVapor. (For more information on the Seven Report reporting methodology click here.) RelatedWell, let me put it lightly, the Kangertech SUBOX Mini starter kit (Kanger KBOX Mini) must have its own box mod for all vapers! Easy to use, but very powerful, Kangertech SUBOX Mini box mod packs a serious punch with smooth warm steam. This box mod has the ability to
switch between a replacement OCC (organic cotton reel) and a Kanger RBA deck for advanced users. This kangertech subox mini review and review is more of a tutorial on kangertech subox mini, more than an in-depth review of steam production and internal components of the device. Many people love this device kangertech subox mini OCC coil and subox mini battery that
uses the 18650 IMR Battery. Check Model-C VersionKangerTech NEBOX instructionsKangerTech SUBOX Mini instructionsKangerTech SUBVOD instructionsKangerTech TOPBOX Nano instructions510 ThreadedRepamable power settings: 7 to 50 wattOn /off - press power button 5 timesLow voltage protectionLow battery warning10 seconds cut off safety elementMagets battery
coverUtilizes one high amp than 18650 battery510 connectorRBA Coil Deck - Build your own reels! Glass TankSub-ohm 0.5ohmSub-ohm Coil - Massive VaporAirflow Control with Three SettingsOCC Organic Cotton Coil HeadOrganic Cotton made at JapanMini RBA Base allows you4.5ml of liquid CapacityBelow, we have provided a complete overview, instruction and instruction
on how to use the Kangertech SUBOX Mini box mod. If you're currently using the classic eGo-T Vape Pen or Kangertech EVOD vape pen, it will be a for meable upgrade that is easy to use but will provide a much better vaping experience. Kangertech's SUBOX Mini is a step up from the KangerTech Topbox NanoStarter Kit due to a significantly larger tank and higher quality
design. After you've un-boxed the Kangertech SUBOX/KBOX Mini, it'll come already assembled with plastic sleeves around it to protect against scratches. Remove the plastic cap from the housing and unscrew the Subtank Mini from the KBOX body. You can remove the saucer by turning counterclockwise. Set the KBOX housing sideways and unscrew the atomizer base and
OCC coils from the tank's world body. You want to start by soaking the OCC coil in both exposed air holes so that the ejuice is fully soaked in cotton. Take an ejuice dropper drop one drop of ejuice in both holes, one by one, allowing each drop to completely soak before another drop is made. When you have several drops on both sides of the OCC coil, you'll want to make sure the
ejuice is completely soaked in cotton before the next bag. It is not necessary to step in, but we found that, slightly soaking the center tube from the side, it allows the ejuice to be better soaked occ coil. It is very important this step does not over soak the center of the pipe, because it will cause leakage, gurgling or even leaking tank. What you want to do is take one drop at a time on
the edge of the center of the pipe to soak the cotton. You will only need about 2-3 drops of ejuice to fully soak the center of the cotton. Pictured below are three settings for adjustable airflow. This is one of the areas where the SUBOX/KBOX mini really stood out from the rest of Kanger Box Mods. Adjustable air flow is the best feature of this mod as you can choose how much
steam you want the unit to produce. Note: Adjustable Air Flow Size SmallNote: Adjustable Air Flow Size MediumNote: Adjustable Air Flow Size LargeNote: Connections Upside Down/ OFF: 5 quick clicks on the fire button + / - Button: Control Adjustable WattageolED Display: Battery Level, Resistance and Output WattageAdjust Display: Hold +/- Button at the same timeSalts that
come with the SUBOX/KBOX Mini are OCC (Organic Cotton Coils) and Renewable Deck (RBA) for advanced users. We're posting how to renew the Kanger Box Mod reel next. Wait! Tuned!
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